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Abstract
This paper presents evidence on the aggregate employment effects
of the household balance sheet channel versus banking distress during
the Great Recession. We make use of a quarterly panel of state level
data, which allows us to exploit both cross-sectional and time series
methods to identify both shocks and causal relationships in the data.
In doing so we are able to identify the contribution of house price versus financial shocks to the aggregate are well as regional employment
variation. We find that both shocks were important during Great Recession. House prices shocks help account for both the regional and
aggregate variation of employment. The financial shock helps account
for the unusual depth and persistent of the Great Recession. On the
methodological side, with our panel data approach, we are able to separately identify the partial equilibrium (within state) versus general
equilibrium (aggregate) effects of shocks.
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Introduction

While the global financial crisis of 2007-09 was largely unanticipated, we
have now had a decade to analyze what happened. Over this time, the profession has reached a broad understanding of the forces that were at work.
At the risk of some oversimplification, the literature has emphasized two
main channels via which financial distress was transmitted to the real economy.1 The first involved the impact of the house price bust on household
balance sheets and spending. The second involved the transmission of banking distress to the real economy via the disruption of credit supply. To be
sure, nonfinancial firms also felt the brunt of financial distress. However, the
buildup in financial vulnerability that instigated the crisis arose mainly in
the household and banking sectors.
Identification of these financial distress channels is a challenge due to
simultaneity: While financial conditions may affect real activity, real activity
in turn can influence financial conditions. Accordingly, beginning with Mian
and Sufi (2013) , a vast literature has creatively exploited cross-sectional variation to identify causality. As a result there is a wealth of evidence based on
variation across regions that declining house prices weaken consumer spending and in turn employment via the impact on household balance sheets.
Similarly, there is a host of evidence based on variation across banks’ exposure to financial distress that weakening of banks’ financial health reduced
the economic activity of their respective borrowers. Overall, this literature
has provided evidence that both mechanisms were operative during the Great
Recession. However, because the empirical analyses typically involve crosssectional analysis, this literature is largely silent on the aggregate impact.
The goal of this paper is to present evidence on the aggregate employment effects of each channel. To do so we make use of a quarterly panel
of state level data. The advantage of the panel is that we can exploit both
cross-sectional and time series methods to identify causal relationships in the
data. As in the literature we can use the cross region variation to help identify
the household balance sheet channel. In turn we can use time series methods to identify orthogonal shocks to house prices (both aggregate and local)
and to aggregate financial conditions. We can then combine our econometric
framework with the identified shocks to perform a historical decomposition
of the data to assess the relative importance of housing shocks and the house1

See Gertler and Gilchrist (2018) and Kashyap et. al. (2019) for overviews.
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hold balance sheet channel versus shocks to financial conditions. In doing
so we can analyze the sources of variation in both aggregate time series and
the cross-section. In addition, given our panel data approach, we are able
to separately identify the partial equilibrium (within state) versus general
equilibrium (aggregate) effects of shocks.
Overall, we find that both channels were important but that banking
distress was key in turning the recession into the Great Recession. Absent
variation in banking distress, the recession would only been half as deep
at the trough and the return to trend much faster. As we show, banking
distress helps account for the enhanced and protracted decline in employment. Consistent with the literature, shocks to housing prices help account
for the cross state variation during the Great Recession. We find further that
roughly half the impact of house price shocks works through the household
balance sheet channel, while the other half likely reflects factors such as the
impact on construction. We also find that aggregate house price shocks have
stronger effects on employment than local shocks, which is consistent with
the theory: Local shocks affect only nontraded employment while aggregate
shocks affect traded as well as non-traded.
Our paper is related to several strands of the literature that provide
an empirical analysis of the transmission of financial distress during the Great
Recession. Directly relevant are the cross-sectional studies of household balance sheet channel (e.g., Mian and Sufi, 2014, Kaplan et. al.2017) and the
banking distress channel (e.g.. Chodorow-Reich, 2014, Huber, 2018). Also,
relevant are time series studies that provide a historical decomposition of
the main forces at work in the aggregate data. Christiano, Eichenbaum and
Trabandt (2015) use a structural model to identify the key shocks. Gertler
and Gilchrist (2018) and Bernanke (2018) use time series methods and both
argue that financial shocks played an important role. In this paper we differ by taking a unified approach toward explaining the cross-sectional and
regional data.
On the methodological side, our paper is also related to a recent literature that examines how to draw inferences from cross-sectional data about
implications for aggregate data. A fairly common approach is to employ
a macroeconomic model disciplined by the cross-sectional to infer general
equilibrium effects (e.g. Steinsson and Nakamura, 2014). Of course the end
product of the analysis should always be a model: Otherwise any kind of
counterfactual analysis is not possible. However, it is also desirable to have
some evidence that does not rely on a tightly structured model. To this
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extent our paper relies on less structured time series methods to draw inferences about aggregate effects, as well as disentangle parameters that reflect
local versus general equilibrium effects. In this regard our paper is related
to Sarto (2018), who employs a factor analysis to distinguish between aggregate versus local fiscal shocks. We address a different issue and we also use
a different identification strategy.
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Descriptive and Cross-sectional Evidence

In order to provide context for the empirical work that follows, we first
provide a brief synopsis of the descriptive evidence in the aggregate data for
the household balance sheet and banking distress channels. We also review
some of the cross-sectional evidence that provides formal support for each of
these mechanisms.
Partly because of how the data was unfolding in real time during
the crisis, much of the early focus was on the household balance sheet channel. The origins of crisis involved an extraordinary housing boom, featuring
a dramatic runup in house prices and mortgage debt. Among the factors
triggering the boom were: a secular decline in mortgage rates due to a combination of declining long term interest rates and innovation in mortgage
finance; relaxation of lending standards; and widespread optimism about
housing prices.
The descriptive evidence suggests that a household balance sheet
channel was a key conduit of financial distress during the Great Recession.
The top panel in Figure 1 shows the behavior of household debt to income
(the solid line) versus debt to assets (the dotted line) over the period 2004
to 2012. The bottom panel shows house prices (the solid line) and consumer
durable consumption (the dotted line). In each panel the gray area is the
recession and the solid vertical line is the date of the Lehman bankruptcy.
Preceding the crisis there is a roughly twenty percent run-up of household
debt to income (due mainly to an increase in mortgage debt). Debt to assets
remains stable until 2007, reflecting that house prices increase along with
debt. However, as house prices decline starting in early 2007, household
debt to assets sharply increase. The weakening of household balance sheets,
in turn, leads to a sharp drop in consumer durable spending.
With aggregate data, however, it is difficult to identify causality.
Aggregate housing prices could be responding to the decline in real activity,
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as opposed to influencing it. In a series of highly influential papers, Atif Mian
and Amir Sufi use cross-sectional data to identify the household balance sheet
channel. They first show that regions which experienced the largest run up
in house prices and mortgage debt in the years prior to the crisis suffered the
largest drops in house prices and real activity once the crisis hit. For the crisis
period, they estimate cross-sectional regressions that relate some measure
of real activity, for example consumption or non-tradable employment, to
the decline in household net worth.The latter is measured by the rate of
decline in house prices weighted by household leverage at the beginning of
the crisis. They identify exogenous variation in household net worth by using
an instrumental variable based on the local land supply elasticity.
T
≡ nontradable employment in region i; pH
In particular, let eN
i ≡
i
H
H
housing prices:; and pi Hi /Ni ≡ household leverage in 2006 (the year prior
to the crisis), specifically the ratio housing values to housing equity. All
variable are in logs and ∆ is the first difference operator. Then Mian and
Sufi (2014) estimate the following cross-sectional regression over 2007-09
T
∆eN
i

Hi
pH
= α + η( i H · ∆pH
i ) + i
Ni

(1)

The independent variable, the percent change in housing prices interacted
with initial household leverage, is the regional change in housing net worth.
Because this change is regional and not aggregate, it affects only the demand
for nontraded goods within the region (since the demand for traded goods
with depend on the aggregate change in housing net worth). Hence, the dependent variable is nontraded employment, given that it is this employment
measure that responds to the demand for nontradables. Finally, as noted
earlier, the authors use the a measure of land supply elasticity (based on
Saiz) as an instrumental variable.
The authors main finding is that parameter η, which measures the
sensitivity of nontraded employment growth to the percent change in housing net worth, is both statistically and economically important. The results
accordingly provide persuasive evidence that an operative household balance
sheet channel can help account for the regional variation in nontraded employment during the crisis. But there are two main caveats to this finding.
Because the regression is purely cross-sectional, it is not possible to identify
the aggregate effects of the household balance sheet channel. Second, at the
same time household balance sheets were weakening, the financial sector was
succumbing to stress. The declining in housing prices following the peak in
4

late 2006/early 2007 led to a rise in defaults by the summer of 2007. In
turned, the defaults induced losses on mortgage related securities, weakening
the balance sheets of the financial institutions that held them. The stress in
financial markets built steadily over the recession, culminating in the Lehman
Brothers collapse. Hence, the aggregate decline in consumer durable spending portrayed in figure 1 for example, could reflect the influence of banking
distress as well as a household balance sheet channel. In assigning aggregate
effects, it is important to disentangle these forces.
Indeed the descriptive evidence is also consistent with the existence
of a banking distress channel in the aggregate. The mirror image of the
sharp increase in household indebtedness portrayed in Figure 1 was a sharp
increase in the leverage of the banking system, particularly the shadow banking system that operated outside the direct regulatory control of the Federal
Reserve. The left panel in Figure 2 illustrates the behavior of the liabilities
of broker-dealers, i.e. investment banks which were the main actors in the
shadow banking sector. The sharp growth in liabilities financed the sharp
increase in mortgage related securities, a product of the housing boom described earlier. Importantly, while the assets held by these institutions were
mainly long term, the liabilities were mostly short term. With the benefit
of hindsight, this maturity mismatch made them vulnerable to panics. The
downturn in house prices portrayed in figure 1 not only weakened household
balances sheets: It also induced losses in mortgage related securities held by
both shadow and commercial banks. The highly levered and lightly regulated
shadow banking sector was particularly vulnerable. The losses on mortgage
related securities led to panic in markets for wholesale short term funding,
culminating with the failure of Lehman Brothers and the subsequent collapse
investment banking. The collapse in broker dealer liabilities portrayed in the
figure was the product of these events.
The banking distress channel emphasizes that the weakening of bank
balance sheets over the crisis induced a contraction in intermediation, raising
the cost of credit and thus weakening real activity. As with the household
balance sheet channel, the aggregate data provides some suggestive support.
The right panel in figure 2 plots GDP growth against a measure of financial distress, the financial excess bond premium (EBP) developed by Simon
Gilchrist and Egon Zakresjek. The financial EBP measures the spread between the rate of return on corporate bonds for financial companies and the
rate on similar maturity government bonds, but with the default premium
removed. The latter adjustment implies that increases in the EBP reflects
5

elevation in the cost of credit for financial companies as opposed to simply
a signal of increasing default. As the figure shows, the beginning of the recession features relatively modest declines in output growth and increases
in the EBP. By the summer of 2008 the recession appeared like it would be
similar the relatively mild downturns of 1990-91 and 2001-02. However, as
figure 2 makes clear, closely correlated with the Lehman collapse is a sharp
increase in the EBP along with a sharp contraction in GDP growth. This
broad connection between disruption of banking, rising credit costs for financial institutions and declining real activity is highly suggestive of a banking
distress channel.
In our empirical work that follows, we use the financial excess bond
premium as an indicator of financial conditions. Accordingly, it is useful
to characterize broadly how it is determined and how it influences the cost
of credit for non-financial borrowers. The dotted line in the top panel of
figure 3 is the financial EBP and the solid line is the market leverage (assets
to equity) of the fifteen primary dealers (major commercial and investment
banks). The sample is 2006 to 2012, the darkened area is the recession
and the solid vertical line is the Lehman collapse. As bank balance sheets
weaken (i.e. market leverage increases), the financial EBP increases. In this
important respect, the data is consistent with the theory: The weakening of
bank balance sheets makes banks less credit worthy, which increases the cost
of raising funds, captured by the increase in the financial EBP. Note that
both market leverage and the financial EBP peak around the time of the
Lehman collapse, which also corresponds to the sharp contraction in output
portrayed in Figure 1.
We next present descriptive evidence that the increase in the cost
of funds faced by banks affected the terms of credit face by non-financial
borrowers, The bottom panel in Figure 3 plots the financial EBP (the dotted
line) against the change in banking lending standards from the senior loan
officer survey. As the panel shows, the tightening of lending standards over
the Great Recession is closely connected to the increase in the financial EBP,
suggesting that increases in the costs of credit for banks are indeed passed on
to nonfinancial borrowers. Other measures of credit costs for non-financial
borrowers show a similar connection to the movement of the financial EBP.
For example, the financial EBP also co-moves strongly with the spreads on
mortgages, consumer loans, commercial paper and corporate debt. In the
latter case, the non-financial EBP followed closely the increase in the financial
EBP over the crisis. To the extent the increase in the financial EBP induced
6

a general increase in credit costs, this channel can help account for the sharp
and prolonged output contraction over this period.
Just as with the household balance sheet channel, there is evidence
based on cross-sectional data that is consistent with the banking distress
channel. The identification challenge is the simultaneous relation between a
bank’s financial health and that of it’s nonfinancial borrowers. A weakening
of a bank’s balance sheet may raise the cost of credit for it’s nonfinancial
borrowers for the reasons we just described. However, defaults by its’ nonfinancial borrowers will weaken the bank’s financial health, making causality
difficult to disentangle. The approach in the literature is to isolate variation
in bank financial health that is orthogonal to the economic prospects of the
borrowers connected to the bank. Two prominent examples are ChodorowReich (2015) and Huber (2018). In the former case, a bank’s exposure to
Lehman Brothers prior to the collapse provides the source of exogenous variation in bank’s financial health. In the latter it is the exposure of German
banks to losses from U.S. mortgage related securities. In each case, the
cross-sectional variation in banks financial health is orthogonal to the banks’
borrowers financial positions. In turn, each finds that as banks’ financial
health weakens there is a significant contraction in both borrowing and employment by their respective non-financial borrowers, as the banking distress
channel would suggest. However, as with the housing related channel, because the evidence comes from the cross-section, there is no direct measure
of the aggregate importance.

3

Econometric Framework

Our econometric framework is a panel data version of Mian and Sufi’s
(2014) cross-sectional analysis described earlier. We differ by exploiting both
cross-sectional and time series methods. We also allow for shocks to financial
conditions as well as housing conditions.

3.1

Data and Descriptive Evidence

The data is quarterly over the sample 1990:Q1 to 2012:Q3. There are
three main state level series: employment, house prices, and the mortgage
to income ratio (our measure of regional household leverage). Employment
is from the Bureau of Labor Statistics Employment and Unemployment Re7

ports. House prices are a Purchase Only Index from the Federal Housing Authority. Mortgage data are from the New York Federal Reserve Bank/Equifax
Consumer Credit Panel (note, this excludes HELOCs). Personal income data
are from the Bureau of Economic Analysis Regional Accounts. In addition,
to the state level data, we use the Gilchrist/Zakrasjek financial excess bond
premium to capture financial conditions in banking.
To foreshadow the main results that will come from the formal econometric analysis, it is useful to begin with a descriptive analysis of the raw
data. We divide the states into three regions based on the percentage decline in house prices from the peak within the state to the trough. The
first category includes the four “sand” states (Arizona, California, Florida
and Nevada), which each experienced a house price drop of more than forty
percent. These states account for roughly twenty percent of overall employment. The “middle” category includes states which experienced a drop
between twenty and forty percent. These states account for roughly thirty
percent of total employment. As we will see, they behave similarly to the
national average. Finally, our “low” category includes states experiencing
a drop of less than twenty percent. These states account for roughly half
of total employment. Within each region we construct population weighted
averages of house prices, the mortgage to income ratio and employment.
The top left panel in Figure 4 shows the behavior of house prices in
each of the three regions over the period 2004 to 2014. The dotted line shows
house prices for the sand states, the dashed line is for the middle group, the
line with crosses is for the low group, and the solid line gives the national
average. As one would expect, the sand states display the largest boom and
bust in house prices. House price dynamics for the middle group are close to
the national average. The average drop in house prices for the low group is
quite mild.
The right panel illustrates the behavior of the mortgage to income
ratio. Consistent with Mian and Sufi, the mortgage to income ratio grows
the most rapidly in the sand states (and starts at the highest level of the
three regions.) The middle states experience a milder though nontrivial rise,
one that is close to the national average. Finally, the low states experience
a very mild increase.
The lower left panel shows the behavior of employment. The crossregion behavior of employment is consistent with Mian and Sufi. The regions
which suffered the largest boom and bust in house prices and housing leverage
also experience the largest boom and bust in employment. In particular,
8

the employment contraction is largest in the sand states, followed by the
middle states, which again behave close to the national average. The low
states experience the mildest decline: Nonetheless there is still a significant
employment contraction in this group of states.
In addition to the clear cross-sectional pattern seen in earlier literature, however, there are also some important common temporal movements
in employment across the three regions. This common movement in employment is most clear around the time of the Lehman collapse: Employment in
each of the three regions collapses at a roughly similar rate from the second
quarter of 2008 to the business cycle trough. Based on this evidence and the
earlier descriptive evidence, it seems quite plausible that financial conditions
played an important role in the common cross-region employment collapse.
The common temporal movements in employment across regions become clearer when we remove construction employment and instead plot the
behavior of non-construction employment. Much of the differential movement in employment prior the start of the recession reflects the boom and
bust in residential investment, which initially affected mainly construction
employment. Indeed, as the lower right panel shows, leading into the recession, the growth of non-construction employment was similar across the
three regions. The same cross-sectional patterns in the employment decline
emerge, but the differences in the employment contraction across regions are
a bit smaller than for total employment. It cam also be seen that the common decline in non-construction employment occurs a bit prior to Lehman,
roughly in the second quarter of 2008. What all this suggests, is that to
understand the overall employment contraction it is important to identify
the common forces as well as the cross-sectional ones.

3.2

Identification of Financial and House Price Shocks

We now turn to our formal econometric framework. Our methodological
approach involves two stages. First, using time series methods we identify orthogonal shocks to housing prices and financial conditions. We then develop
a relation for state level employment growth that depends on these shocks.
Following Mian and Sufi, we allow for a household balance sheet channel:
That is, we allow for the impact of housing price shocks during the Great
Recession period to depend on household leverage at the onset. Because the
household balance sheet channel introduces a nonlinearity, we have to step
outside the standard linear vector autoregression framework, as we discuss.
9

We begin with the identification of the financial and housing price
shocks. We essentially use timing restrictions to identify these shocks. It
is convenient to begin with the shock to financial conditions. Let st denote
the financial excess bond premium (or “spread,”), pt the log aggregate house
price, et log aggregate employment and εst the structural shock to the spread.
Then we assume the following equation gives the relation for st .

st = ηs0 ∆et + γs0 ∆pt +

4
X

(αsi st−i + ηsi ∆et−i + γsi ∆pt−i ) + εst

(2)

i=1

where, as before, ∆ is the difference operator. We assume that that the
spread depends on the current values of employment growth and house prices
as well as four lags of these variables and four own lags. Embedded in this
formulation is the following key timing assumption: Current employment
growth and current house prices growth can have an immediate impact on
the spread. But movements in the spread can only affect house prices and
employment with a one period lag. As a result, the residual εst provides
our measure of the shock to financial conditions. It is the innovation in the
spread that is orthogonal to the other right hand side variables, including
employment and house prices.
An example of the shock to financial conditions is the unpredictable component of the rise in the financial excess bond premium at the time of the
Lehman Brothers failure, as portrayed in Figure 3. To be clear, we are not
arguing that shocks to financial conditions come completely out of thin air.
At a complex nonlinear level, house prices influence this shock. That is, because at a complex nonlinear level, the decline in house prices eventually led
to defaults on mortgages, which in turn induced losses on mortgage related
securities, weakening bank balance sheets.. As described in the previous section, the weakening of bank balance sheets ultimately raises credit costs and
so on. What we are assuming, accordingly, is that the way mortgage defaults
driven by declining house prices affected the real economy was via tightening
credit conditions,as measured by the innovation in the financial excess bond
premium, εst .
We next turn to identifying the house price shocks, both for the
aggregate and local level. Let pjt be the log house price for state j, ejt log
state j employment, εpj a fixed effect for house price growth in state j and
εpjt the shock to state j house price growth. Then the relation for a state’s
house price growth is given by
10

∆pjt = ηp0 ∆ejt +

4
X

(αpi st−i + αpi ∆ejt−i + γpi ∆pjt−i ) + εpj + εpjt

(3)

i=1

Here we assume that ∆pjt depends on current and lagged state employment
growth, lags of financial conditions and lags of itself. Here we are assuming
that employment can have an immediate impact on house prices, but that
house prices can affect employment only with a one period lag. We are also
maintaining our early assumption that financial conditions affect house prices
only with a one period lag. Under our identifying assumptions, εpjt , is an
orthogonal shock to house prices in state j.
In sum, we are identifying the structural shocks through the following
three timing restrictions:(i) st depends on ∆et = ωj ∆ejt and ∆pt = ωj ∆pjt
, where ωj is state j 0 s population share; (ii) ∆pjt depends on ∆ejt but NOT
st ; and (iii) ∆ejt depends neither on ∆pjt Nor st . We note that by “ordering”
the spread after house prices, we are giving the edge to house prices in terms
of overall explanatory power. At the same time, as we show, our main results
are robust to variations on our timing assumptions.
Next, we disentangle housing price shocks at the state level into an
aggregate and idiosyncratic component. Let εpt be the aggregate shock to
p
house prices and ψjt
the idiosyncratic component of the state house price
shock. Then we can express the state j level housing price shock as the
following sum of aggregate and idiosyncratic components:
p
εpjt = θj εpt + ψjt

(4)

with
ωj θj = 1
Since the θj may differ across states, we are allowing for differential sensitivities of εpjt to εpt , due for example to due to differential land supply elasticities,
etc. Note that under a certain normalization, εpt corresponds to the common
factor in εpjt while θj is the state j factor loading

3.3

State Employment Growth Conditional on Housing Price and Financial Shocks

Let Mj ≡ mortgage debt/income ratio in state j in 2006 (the year before
the crisis) and let I(crisis) ≡ crisis dummy (2007:1- 2009:4). Next, let
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ejt+h − ejt be employment growth in state j over h quarters and let et+h − et
be aggregate employment growth over h quarters. Then we assume that we
can express state employment growth over horizon h, conditional on the state
house price shock, εpjt , and the aggregate house price and financial shocks, εpt
and εst respectively, as follows.
Et {ejt+h − ejt | εpjt , εpt , εst } = {βph + βmh [I(crisis)]Mj }εpjt + βsh εst (5)
+ λhj Et {et+h − et | εpt , εst , }
The terms on the top right of equation (5) reflect the local (partial equilibrium) effects on state j employment growth of shocks to state
house prices and to financial conditions. We allow for both a linear effect
and a nonlinear balance effect of the state house price shock. The linear
effect represents, for example, the effect of state house prices on state housing construction. The nonlinear effect represents the impact of house prices
on spending during the crisis via balance sheets conditions, as emphasized
by Mian and Sufi. The last term on the right reflects the effect of financial conditions. Each of the shocks affects spending by households and firms
within the state. As emphasized by Mian and Sufi, holding constant aggregate conditions, the effects on spending affect non-traded employment.
Tradable employment demand, by contrast, depends on economy wide aggregate spending.
The bottom term on the right captures the effect on state employment growth of aggregate conditions, as measured by aggregate employment
growth conditional on aggregate house price and financial shocks. Here we
capture the spillover effect of aggregate shocks on state level employment
that operates via the impact on tradable goods. An aggregate shock affects
spending economy wide and will thus impact employment in each state j,
depending on its tradable goods share. Note the term λhj reflects the aggregate spillover on state j employment growth. For the purpose of exposition
we will assume in our baseline framework that the spillover effect is the same
across states, i.e., λhj = λh . We will subsequently show that the results are
robust to allowing the spillover effects to vary across states according to their
respective tradable goods share (proxied for by the manufacturing share.)
Our goal is to obtain estimates of the “local effect” parameters,
βph , βmh , βsh and the “spillover effect parameter” λh over each horizon. Doing
so will permit us to measure the contribution of each of the shocks to employment variation at both the aggregate and state level. To accomplish this task
12

we first need to find an expression for aggregate employment growth conditional on the aggregate housing and financial shocks, Et {et+h − et | εst , εpt }.
Let M θ =j ωj Mj θj , a weighted average of the product of state j
mortgage to income ratio Mj and the state j sensitivity of house prices to the
aggregate house price shock θj . Then using equation (5) to take a weighted
average of state level employment growth yields an expression for conditional
aggregate employment growth
Et {et+h − et | εpt , εst , } = {{βph + βmh [I(crisis)]M θ}εpt + βsh εst
+ λh Et {et+h − et | εpt , εst , }

(6)

The top term on the right is the average local effect of the aggregate
shocks across states, while as before the bottom term is the spillover effect
of aggregate conditions (via tradable goods demand)2 . We can rearrange to
obtain the following expression for conditional aggregate employment growth
Et {et+h − et | εst , εpt } =

1
{{βph + βmh [I(crisis)]M θ}εpt + βsh εst }
1 − λh

(7)

1
translates the local effects of the aggregate shocks, capThe multiplier 1−λ
h
tured by the term in brackets, into the aggregate general equilibrium effects.
From equation (7) alone, though, it is not possible to disentangle the local
and spillover effects of the shocks. We turn to this issue next.
It is first useful to decompose the state house price shock εpjt into an
aggregate component εpt and a local component εbpjt . Given the process for εpjt
defined by equation (4), we can write

εpjt = εpt + εbpjt

(8)

p
εbpjt = (θj − 1)εpt + ψjt

(9)

with
According to equation (9), the local variation in the state j house price is
the sum of the differential response to the aggregate shock (θj − 1)εpt and the
p
pure idiosyncratic shock ψjt
.
From equations (??), (7), (8) and (9), we can express state employment
growth conditional on the local component of the state house price shock and
2
Note that we are temporarily imposing the assumption of our baseline that the spillover
effect λh is the same across states.
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the aggregate house price and financial shocks as follows:
Et {ejt+h − ejt | εbpjt , εpt , εst } = {βph + βmh [I(crisis)]Mj }εbpjt
(10)
1
{{βph + βmh [I(crisis)]M θ}εpt + βsh εst }
+
1 − λh
Equation (10) relates conditional state employment growth to the sum
of the pure local effect (the top term on the right side) and the aggregate
general equilibrium effect (the bottom term). Note that the cross-sectional
studies (e.g. Mian/Sufi etc.) just consider the local variation. (Either they
consider a pure cross section or wash out the aggregate effects with time
dummies). Accordingly, these studies cannot identify the general equilibrium
effect summarized by the multiplier 1/(1−λh ). However, because we are able
to disentangle local and aggregate variation, we can identify both the partial
equilibrium parameters (the βs) and the general equilibrium parameter λh .
In addition we can allow for a financial shock as well as housing price shocks.

3.4

Regression Strategy and Variance Decomposition

Let ϕj be a state fixed effect and ϕjht a residual error term. Then it
follows from equation (10) that we can express state employment growth over
h quarters as the following projection equation
Et {ejt+h − ejt | εbpjt , εpt , εst } = βph εbpjt + βmh [I(crisis)]Mj }εbpjt
βmh
βph p
εt +
[I(crisis)]M θεpt
+
1 − λh
1 − λh
+ βsh εst + ϕj + ϕ
Because the right hand side variables are orthogonal shocks, we can estimate the equation for each horizon h using ordinary least squares (following
Jorda (2005)). As mentioned earlier we can also separately identify both
the general equilibrium parameter as well as the partial equilibrium effect.
Inspecting equation (11) reveals that over each horizon h, there are four parameters we wish to identify: the three local elasticities, βph ,βmh , βsh ; and the
spillover effect λh . We can exploit the fact that we have both local variation
in house price shocks,εbpt+h−h , and aggregate variation εpt+h−h to disentangle
j
the parameters that measure the local versus aggregate general equilibrium
effects. Put differently, there are parameter restrictions on the coefficients
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that we can impose that will permit separately identifying the local versus
general equilibrium effects.
By estimating equation (11) over horizons that vary from h = 1 to h = h,
we can construct impulse responses for both state employment growth and
aggregate employment growth over the horizon h that capture the dynamic
effects of each of the shocks. In addition we can also identify the contribution of housing price and financial shocks to employment variation over any
horizon h, both for aggregate and state level variation.
Rather than run h separate regressions for each of the three shocks, we
∗
be the composite
collapse everything into a single step as follows. Let βjph
effect of local house price variation on employment growth over horizon h
∗
and let βph
the composite effect of aggregate house price variation.
∗
βjph
= βph + βmh [I(crisis)]Mj

(11)

∗
= βph + βmh [I(crisis)]M θ
βph

Then we can express employment growth over horizon h as a function of each
of the house price and financial shocks from t to t + h − 1, as follows
ejt+h − et =
+

h
X
h=1
4
X

∗
{βjph
εbpt+h−h
j

∗
βph
βsh s
+
εpt+h−h +
ε
} (12)
1 − λh
1 − λh t+h−h

δi ∆ejt−i + εej + ϕejt,t+h

i=1

Note that we also allow for four lags of employment growth (the term 4i=1 δi ∆ejt−i )
to control for the effects of shocks prior to t on ejt+h − et 3 . The term on the
upper right gives the contribution to ejt+h − et of each of the shocks. The
first element gives the contribution of local house price variation. The last
two elements give the contribution of the aggregate house price and financial
shocks.
Given the parameter estimates from equation (12), we can construct a
historical decomposition of aggregate employment growth as follows:. First,
take a weighted average of equation (12) to obtain the following relation
for aggregate employment growth over the horizon h as a function of the
P

3

By doing so, we control for low frequency effects on h ahead employment growth.
Further, by estimating the effects of the shock in a single step, we control for these low
frequency effects in a consistent manner across horizons
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aggregate shocks and lagged employment growth:
ejt+h − et

∗
βph
βsh s
=
εpt+h−h +
ε
{
}
1 − λh t+h−h
h=1 1 − λh
h
X

+

4
X

(13)

δi ∆et−i + εe + ϕet,t+h

i=1

Since the local variation in house prices washes out in the aggregate, employment growth can be expressed as a function of the aggregate house price and
financial shocks.
Next, define Γt,t+h as the unpredictable aggregate employment growth
over horizon h (implied by equation (13)):
4
X

Γt,t+h = (et+12 − et ) − (

δi ∆et−i + εe )

(14)

i=1

The unpredictable component is the difference between the realized employment growth and the component that is predicted by lagged employment
growth and the constant trend growth εe .
Combining equations (13) and (14) then relates Γt,t+h to the sequences of
aggregate house price and financial shocks from t to t + h − 1, as follows
Γt,t+h =

h
X
h=1

{

∗
βph
βsh s
εpt+h−h +
ε
}+ϕet,t+12
1 − λh
1 − λh t+h−h

(15)

Given the parameter estimates and the identified shock series, we can then
construct a historical decomposition of unanticipated aggregate employment
growth. To do a decomposition of regional employment growth, we repeat
the same steps, except we start with a weighted average of state employment
growth within a region as opposed to the country as a whole. Note that in
the case of regional employment variation, the state level local shocks do not
average out to zero.

4

Results

We estimate equation (13) for each state using ordinary least squares.. We
weight each state’s observation by it’s beginning of period employment. As
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discussed earlier, we use the local versus aggregate variation in house prices
along with the coefficient restrictions in equation (13) to separately identify
the local versus general equilibrium effects. We pick the horizon for employment growth h to be twelve quarters, a period long enough to capture the
Great Recession period but short enough to isolate business cycle dynamics. Hence, our variance decomposition will focus on explain the sources of
variation in the time series of unanticipated three year employment growth
rates.
We begin with the estimates of the sensitivity of employment growth
to each of the three shocks (local house price, aggregate house price and
aggregate financial shock.) For a given shock, the parameter estimates for
each horizon h trace out an impulse response of employment growth. We
report the results in Figure 5.
The top left panel in Figure 5 gives the impulse response of employment
to a one hundred basis point increase in the financial excess bond premium.
Aggregate employment begins to contract two quarters after the shock. It
reaches a trough eight quarters with a cumulative decline of roughly three
percentage points. The error bands give 90 percent confidence bands. The
next two panels report the effects of one percentage point declines in aggregate and local house prices, respectively. (In the latter case, we measure a
weighted average of the local effect across states). In each case employment
declines, reaching a trough roughly four to six quarters out. Consistent with
the theory, the aggregate house price shock produces a larger employment
decline, given it incorporates the general equilibrium spillover effect
Table 1 reports the estimates of the effects of: the composite (linear and
nonlinear) local house price shocks (the top row); the composite aggregate
house price shocks (middle row); and the spillover effect λh (bottom row).
Note from equation (12) the ratio of the composite aggregate effect to the
composite local effect equals the general equilibrium multiplier 1/(1 − λh ).
Over the twelve quarter horizon, the spillover effect averages roughly 0.70,
with a peak of 0.8 after six quarters and a trough of 0.29 after twelve. The
implied general equilibrium multiplier is an average of three and a third, with
a range between five and one and a half. At first blush, a multiplier effect of
3 or more appears large, given that tradables are on average thirty percent of
output within a state. However, it is important to keep in mind that a large
share of tradables are durable goods as compared to nontraded goods which
consist mostly of nondurable goods and services. Given that durables (and
hence tradables) are more highly cyclical than nontradables, a large general
17

equilibrium multiplier effect is plausible.
We next decompose the effect of aggregate house prices on aggregate employment between the “linear” effect that arises independently of household
financial distress (e.g., the impact on construction) versus that due to the
household balance sheet channel being operative during the Great Recession.
The left panel of Figure 6 reports the overall response of employment to the
house price shock. The next two panels then report the decomposition between the employment drop due to the linear effect and the drop due to the
household balance sheet channel (in the panel labeled ”nonlinear.” Interestingly, each channel is of roughly equal importance in the overall employment
contraction. Given the balance sheet channel is only operative during the
Great Recession, the implication is that during the crisis, the impact of the
housing price decline on employment was roughly double its amount during
normal times.
We now analyze how aggregate house price and financial shocks account
for employment variation over the Great Recession. The dark line in Figure
7 plots the unexpected three year growth rate in employment (Γt,t+12 in
equation (14)) over the period 1998:1 through 2016:4. The red line is the
combined contribution of the aggregate house price and financial shocks,
as estimated from equation (15). Notice that the red line tracks the blue
line fairly closely between 2007:1 and 2011:4, a period that encompasses the
Great Recession. While there is some co-movement, the red line does not
track the blue line as closely in the periods before 2007:1 and after 2011:4.
The implication is that the house price and financial shocks account for nearly
all the aggregate employment decline during the crisis period. Before and
after the crisis the contribution is smaller.
In Figure 8 we analyze the relative contributions of the housing price
versus financial shocks to the employment contraction over the Great Recession period. The solid line is the unanticipated three year growth rate from
2007:1 to 2011:1. The dashed line is the combined contribution of housing
and financial shocks. The green line is the contribution of housing shocks
alone while the red line is the contribution of the financial shock. The vertical
dashed line denotes the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy.
What the figure suggests is that both shocks contributed to the employment contraction. Consistent with conventional wisdom, the house price
shock accounts for nearly all of the employment contraction through the
fourth quarter of 2008, a drop of roughly six percentage points. After this
point the financial shock takes over, contributing significantly to both the
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depth and persistence of the downturn. First, it adds another five percentage points to the employment contraction, which peaks in 2010Q:1. Second,
absent the financial shock, employment would have recovered by four percentage points by 2011:1, just two percentage points below trend. However,
the financial shock keeps employment growth down six percentage. In this
way it also contributes to the persistence of the downturn.
Figure 9 disaggregates employment into construction versus non-construction.
In each case, the impact of house prices relative to that of the financial
shock is similar to the effect on aggregate employment: House prices explain
most of the contraction up through 2008:4 but then the financial shock takes
over. However, house prices are relatively more important in accounting for
the construction employment drop as compared to the baseline in Figure
7. Conversely, the financial shock becomes important for the contraction in
non-construction employment, accounting for roughly six percentage points
in the drop at the trough in 2010:1 versus five percentage points. It also becomes more important for the persistence of the decline in non-construction
employment, as compared to the housing price shock.
We next turn to accounting for regional variation. As in Figure 4, we
divide the states into three regions according to the magnitude of the house
price boom and bust.The left panel in Figure 10 characterizes the high
boom/bust states, the middle panel the medium/boom, and the right panel
the low boom/bust. In each panel, the solid line is the unexpected three year
growth of employment from 1998:1 to 2011:4 and the red line is the combined
contribution of house prices shocks (aggregate and local) and the financial
shock. Overall, the two types of shocks account well for the regional behavior of employment over the crisis period, 2007:1 to 2011:.As with aggregate
employment in Figure 8, house price and financial shocks do not tightly track
employment outside the crisis period.
Figure 11 shows the contribution of each shock to regional variation.
Given our identification, the financial shock (given by the red line), has the
same impact on employment within each region. Accordingly, the housing
shock must account for all the regional variation in the employment contraction. Overall, the housing shock does well in account for the employment
drop in the “middle” boom/bust and “low” boom/bust states (given by the
middle and right panels). House prices also account well for the employment
drop in the “high” boom/bust states through 2008:4. But they do not account fully for the sustained drop in employment afterward, suggesting that
other forces may be at work (e.g. regional heterogeneity in the impact of the
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financial shock).
Figure 12 show that house prices do slightly better in accounting for the
cumulative drop in retail employment in the high boom/bust states, relative to the drop in total employment. House prices also account well for
the retail employment drop in the middle and low regions. On the other
hand, as Figure 13 shows, house prices do not do well in account for the relative drop in manufacturing employment, Since regional house price variation
contains a significant local component, the relative differences between the
response of retail and manufacturing employment are consistent with theory. In particular, as Mian and Sufi emphasize, local house price variation
should affect mainly nontradable employment (retail) and not tradable (e.g.
manufacturing.)
To understand further our historical decomposition results in Figures 8,9,
11, 12 and 13, Figure 14 reports the time series of the aggregate house price
shock and the financial shock over the crisis period. As the top panel shows,
just following the peak of house prices in late 2006, there is a sustained
sequence of negative house price shocks during the lead up to the Lehman
collapse (denoted by the vertical line.) Put differently, the fall in house prices
after the peak was faster than expected. Following the Lehman collapse,
house prices recovered relative to expectation, leading to a series of positive
house price shocks. The figure makes clear why the house price shocks were
so important during the first phase of the crisis, Conversely, financial shocks
pick up in mid 2007, around the time of the first wave of mortgage defaults.
These shocks then increase further around the time of the Lehman collapsed.
The lag in the financial shock relative to the house price shock helps account
for why the former dominates in the post-Lehman phase of the crisis.
Finally, our results highlight the relative contribution of house price versus financial shocks to overall employment variation. Given the reduced form
nature of the exercise, they do not provide explicit evidence about propagation mechanisms. For example, could the financial shock, in addition to
generating credit market distress, also be triggering the household balance
sheet channel by reducing house prices? Conversely, could the drop in house
prices be triggering weakness in bank balance sheets and hence financial distress, leading to a rise in the financial exess bond premium. We address these
issues in Figure 15.
The top panel of Figure 15 provides a historical decomposition of house
prices while the bottom panel does so for the financial excess bond premium.
The top panel shows that the financial shock has vitrually no effect on the
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variation in house prices: House price variation is generated mainly by the
house price shock. Thus, it is very unlikely that the household balance sheet
channel is a factor in the tranmission of the financial shock. Conversely,
the bottom panels shows that house price shocks have a non-trivial impact
on the financial excess bond premium, particularly around the time of the
Lehman bankruptcy. The house price shock accounts for roughly half the
increase in the financial excess bond premium during this period. Thus,
financial distress could potentially be playing an important role in transmitting the impact of the house price shock on aggregate employment. For this
reason, our estimates of the overall impact of financial distress from the variance decompositions are likely to be consvervative estimates of the relative
importance of this channel.

5

Concluding Remarks

We present evidence on the channels of financial distress to the real economy
during the Great Recession. To do so we use a panel of state level data. We
employ both cross-sectional and time series methods to identify shocks and
causality. Our methods allow us to identify both local and aggregate general
equilibrium effects of shocks.
Our main finding is that both the household balance sheet and banking distress channels played an important role in the contraction. House
price shocks and shocks to the financial excess bond premium each account
for roughly half the cumulative employment decline, with the former important in the early phase (pre-Lehman default) and the latter dominant
post-Lehman. Roughly half the effect of the house price shock is transmitted
via the household balance sheet channel while the other half reflects factors
also operative outside the Great Recession, such as the impact of house prices
on construction. Finally, the house price shock helps account for the regional
variation in employment, consistent with earlier literature.
Our estimates of the effects of financial distress, further, are likely to be
conservative for two main reasons. First, as we have discussed, house price
shocks had a non-trivial impact on the excess bond premium at the height
of the crisis, while the financial shock had virtually no impact on house price
dynamics. Second, we do not allow for regional heterogeneity of the financial
shock, implying that we are not allowing for the possible that financial factors
could also have help explain regional variation.
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Accordingly, we see two immediate directions for future work. The first
is a structural model to help identify propagation mechanisms. The second
is finding a creative way to allow for regional heterogeneity in the impact of
the financial shock.
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Table 1: Local vs Aggegate House Price Effects and Spillovers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Local

0.04
(0.03)

0.07
(0.03)

0.10
(0.03)

0.11
(0.03)

0.11
(0.03)

0.09
(0.03)

0.09
(0.03)

0.09
(0.03)

0.11
(0.03)

0.14
(0.03)

0.18
(0.03)

0.21
(0.03)

Aggregate

0.14
(0.07)

0.27
(0.08)

0.38
(0.08)

0.46
(0.08)

0.49
(0.08)

0.49
(0.08)

0.46
(0.07)

0.43
(0.07)

0.40
(0.07)

0.36
(0.07)

0.33
(0.07)

0.30
(0.06)

0.73

0.74

0.74

0.76

0.78

0.80

0.81

0.78

0.71

0.61

0.46

0.29

Spillover
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Figure 1: Household Balance Sheets, House Prices and Spending
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Figure 2: Banking Distress and Real Activity

Excess Bond Premium = rate of return on corporate bonds minus return on similar maturity government bonds, with
default premium removed.
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Figure 3: Bank Market Leverage, Financial EBP and Lending Standards
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Figure 4: Regional and Temporal Variation
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Figure 5: Employment Response to Financial vs. Housing Price Shocks
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Figure 6: Employment Response to Aggregate House Price Shock:
Linear vs. Nonlinear Effects
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Figure 9: Construction vs. Ex-Construction Employment:
House Price vs EBP effect
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Figure 10: Regional Employment: Actual vs. Fitted
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Figure 11: House Price vs. Financial Shocks and Regional Employment
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Figure 12: House Price vs. Financial Shocks and Regional Retail Employment
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Figure 13: House Price vs Financial Shocks and Regional Manufacturing
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Figure 14: Aggregate Housing Price and Financial Shocks
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Figure 15: What Drives Housing Prices and the EBP?
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